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ABSTRACT

It has been est_blised, that the beginning of the
change of vector of Solar-diurnal anisotropy of
Galactic Cosmic Rays(GCR) proceeds the beginning
of Forbush-decre@se(FD), which is due to the dis-
turbed region (DR) of Solar wind existing time

of which is_ _ 8 days. The meridionsl gradient
Ve_ of density during the reccurent FD is valued

I. Anisotropy of GCR due to the long lived DR ofsolar
wind

As is known, the sporadic--_rBush decreases (SPD) are
caused by th_owerful solar flares on the day-side of the
solar disc. If the flare occurs near the central meridian

of the Sun, then in this case DR of the Interplanetory me -
dium, at the starting point of SFD _ill have the spatial si-
zes of order of one a.u. Considerable small size of DR of
Solar wind, causing SFD. attaches some definite character on
the behaviour of solar-diurnal anisotropy vector of GCR.

The typical case of behaviour of the anisotropy vec

tot. according to the datm of Kiel(FRG) during the SFD (06.
09.1982) is _%ven (on fig.Is). Before the beginning of SPD,
_eCtor of anisotropy is not changed, while after the SFD the
vector turns to the direction of the Sun. The behaviour of
vector of the _CR anisotropy has essentimly distinctive fea-
ture during such PD-s which aren't necessarily connected
with _he flares on th_ Sun. arising not far from the central
meridian, but are due to the high-velocity flow of Solar

wind existing in_the interplanetory medium in the course of
• timeT_T_ ( _F is the period of Solar rotstion). In such

cases, it is easy to notice, that at the starting point of
" _D the DR of the SW occupies the space area with the sizes

of _ _ a.u. The corresponding model configuration lines
of forces of IMF is presented (in Pig.lb). The passage of
the Earth through the inh_nced regions of _F corresponds
to the _eginning of FD. In front of this region, as it is
seen in (Pig.lb) is the nondisturbed region of the Solar
wind, however access of GCR into this region is complicated
due to the compressing _the lines of forces of IMF at far
distances, where the GCR particles come from, mainly direc-
ted across the I_P lines of forces. The l_tter means, that
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in this region of SW, similar to the charged particles
trap, the diffusional flow of G0R must be greatly decressed.
Hence, the GCR anisotropy in this non-dirturbed region of
SW will be mainly due to the convectional flow of GCR,whlch
is due to cause the turning of the anisotropy vector to the
direction of the Sun. FD on 28.01.1978serves as a good
example of this case. Before the beginning of the 2D in the
course of 20 days, not a single Solar powerful flare with
importance _ was observed. Consequently, FD must be due
to the long-lived DR of SW, As it is seen from Fig. lc. the
anlsotropy vector of GCR . for 8 days earlier before the
beginning of FD. is essentialy turning to the direction of
the Sun, but after the beginning of PD- tends to orientate
to the direction of IMP. The latter is connected with that
fact, that after the front passmge through the DR, the Earth
comes out of the "trap" region and the recovery of GCR in-
tensity occurs due to the diffusional flow across the IMP
lines of forces, which at far distances are spread, contri-
buting to the free penetration of the GCR particles from the
far distances of the Sun, where the GCR density is large.

2. The meridional gradient of GCR during the
recurren_ _'or_u_ decreasesj " _ - -

_ *L , -

In paper/I/ the classification of PDs is presented
and in paper /_/it is shown that the spectrum of the recur-
rent PDs is more rigid, than the one of the sporadic PDs, In
the given paper the meridional gradient of CR during the re-
current _D is valued /3/.

The data of the world network of station of CR neut-

ron component are analysed as well as the data of the SW,of
the IMP, according to Y4/ and of Solar activity(Solar Geo-
physical Data. NOAA). The considering of the PDs with the
amplltude _/ i% is mainly made according to the data of the
high-latltudinal stations of CR. Superposition of effects,
due to flaring and non-flaring flows complicates the view
of recurrent PDs. If the recurrend PD is not preceeded by
the chromosperic flare and PD is not created by interactio-

nal high-velocity flows of SW,then during the PD the IMP
sign must not change. Therefore we've analysed only those
PD-s, during which the IMP sign is not changed. Data for the
period 197I-I97_, when the polarity of the general magnetic
field of the Sun was not changed, have been taken for the
analysis.

After such selection _7 cases of PD were left. 22
cases out of them were arisen at a time, when IMP sign was
negative (towards the Sun). In 25 cases, FDs were arisen st
a time, w_en the IMP sign was positive (from the Sun).Each
of these groups we divided into 2 subgroups, according to
the IMP sign before and during FD, i.e. while dividing into
subgroups, it was taken into account, whether the IMP signs
coincided with each-other or not before and dUring the PD.
Thus, we've obtained 4 groups of cases of PDs.

In DR of the SW the CR density is less than out of

it, therefore the azimuthal gradient 7#_ of CR density
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changes its direction near the minimum of recurrent PDs,i.e.
in the minimum of recurrent PDs it can be admitted that
_ :0. Therefore, the meridional gradient _ will
cause the CR additional flow of the Hall type, directed per-
pendicular to the _F and V_YL /5/.

The observed CR anisotropy _ near the minimum of
the recurrent FDs can be presented as the sum of_ =J_o+_,
when _ -is s general anisotropy connected with the convec-
tional -diffusional transforming in the high-Velocity plas-

ma flow, j_ - is the constituent, due to the appesrance ofVe_ . The value of - o was'cslculated by data ave-
raging after the minimum of PDs.

In _ig.2a,b, where effective regions of CR modulation
are denoted by the circles, the orbit of the Earth-by dashes,
the neutral layer of IMP - by the solid line, the origins -
tion of the anisotropy under the influence of Ve_L, during
those recurrent PDs. when the IMF is directed from the
Sun, is shown schematically. The calculated values__ and

values of I_F are also give n ( in the right part of _ig.2a,

b) in the minimum of FDs. It is seen, that in case of 2a
(I7 cases of FDs are averaged) the vector _ is really di-
rected perpendicular to the IMF. In case 2b( 8 cases of
FDs are averaged) the vector _L is turned relatively towa-
rds _Z corresponding to the case 2a almost by 180 _ ms it was
to be expected

In Fig. 3a,b the same ss in Fig.2 , is presented only
for those recurrent FDs during which IMF is directed to the

Sun. In case 3a-18 cases of FDs are averaged, but in 3b- 4
ones of FDs.

Por the more exact definition of-_l , we've exami-
ned those PD-s, which correspond to the cases presented in

Fzg. 2a,b. The anysotropy din the minimum FD has the form;
In case 2a _z :-_ +_@ , In cass Sb _: _-_.

Hence, A_ =( AA- _& )/_. _(0,12+0,06)_. _ - - "
Accoraing to /5/_i --A[Ve_XK] , where A is

the transport path of CR; _ -unit vector along the li-
nes of force of IMF.

In paper /8/ the following is shown

where jo -is the Larmor radius in a.u. F - degree of

irregularity of IMP. R-rlgidity (in Gv_ B_vslue of IMF
• (in _T& ). Then VB'('L= _Jt_,_ _L-F)" _'_. ,where

- ' _e_ is expressed in _.u. -_ -in %, If F =0, I.0,3then _ith R=I0 G_, from experimental data we obtalned,
that during the recurrent _D-s meridional gradient of CR

density on the Earth orbit is V6_L=(B_) _o /_.cc.
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